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Poly students take marine
SWEet victory for
robots on Arctic expedition women engineers
Jessica Barba
MUSIANC. DAILY

Two C!al Poly professors and two
alumni used marine robots to study
underwater Arctic life on an expedi
tion to Norway last month.
C'al Poly biological sciences pro
fessor Mark Moline and computer
engineering assistant professor C'hris
Cdark said there is almost no knowl
edge of what IS happening in the Arc
tic ecosystem during the winter due
to polar night. Kobot participation
was necessary to reach certain areas
that had never before been discov
ered.
During the two-week expedi
tion, Moline, Clark and computer
engineering alumni Scott Layton and
Robbie
Plankenhorn
lived in total

darkness in an old coal mining settle
ment turned research station.
“This was the first time we really
had to deal with harsh conditions,”
C'lark said. “There were extreme
conditions like the cold, dark and po
lar bears. You always had to go with
someone with a riHe.”
The expedition was first con
ceived of when it was commissioned
as part of the NORUS program titled
“Technology Development for Ma
rine Monitoring and Ocean Obser
vation.” Moline started the program
by writing a grant to the Norwegian
Minister of Higher Education.
“I thought what students were
lacking was a perspective and handson e.xperience in other disciplines,”

he said.“In this case, I thought biolo
gy students needed more background
and experience in engineering to
better be able to sample and investi
gate the oceans and particularly the
Arctic undergoing climate changes.”
Moline and Clark carehilly se
lected the students based on their
experience with the robots and put
them through a one-week training
course before they moved into the
research station. The students’ par
ticipation in the expedition widened
their perspectives on the opportuni
ties available in the technical aspect of
research.
see Robots, page 2
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On-campus center looks to improve
professor performance in classroom
Will Taylor
MUSTANC DAILY

Cal Poly’s Center for Teaching and
Learning (CTL) is a resource for fac
ulty members, new and experienced,
looking to improve their classroom
performance. Located on the second
floor of the Robert E. Kennedy Li
brary, the center offers workshops,
consultations and learning activities
for faculty.
The (T L is not associated with
any one college at Cal Poly. The
program is funded by a variety of
sources including the provost’s of
fice, the C.alifornia State University
(C'SU) Chancellor’s Office and In
formation Technology Services, said
AI Liddicoat, assistant vice president

for academic personnel and interim
director for the CTL.
The CTL aims to supplement and
aid faculty at all levels of their careers
at Cal Poly, Liddicoat said.
“Our goal is to provide support
for the brand new teacher to the
seasoned teacher that is doing new
things in the classroom,” he said. “Ba
sically what our center is, is a place
that helps and supports faculty in
teaching and learning and also some
professional development.”
The program began in 2(KK) when
computer science prtifessor and
founding director of the CTL,Joseph
Crimes, took charge with funding
from the provost’s office. Grimes has
seen the program grow significantly.
“Ba.sically, w’e started out with

probably around 1(K) to 2(M) people
participating the first year,” he said.
“Most recently we’ve had over 1,(KH)
(yearly).”
The program prtwides brand new
teachers and transfers with the op
portunity to attend a new faculty
orientation, which occurs during
Week of Welcome, Cirimes said. This
is to learn about the C'al Poly learn
ing environment and the university’s
specific learning policies, like add
and drop procedures for cla-sses. Ac
cording to Cirimes, a recent survey
reported that 90 percent of faculty
in their first five years said that this
orientation helped their teaching in a
significant way.
see Center, page 2

M egan H assler
■MUSTANLi DAILY

Five women engineering stu
dents were honored for excel
ling in leadership, work experi
ence and grade point average at
the 34th annual Evening with
the Industry gala last Thursday
at the San Luis Obispo Embassy
Suites. The event was put on by
the Cal Poly Society of Women
Engineers (SWE).
At the event, the winners of
the engineering and technology
award were announced, $27,500
worth of scholarships were
awarded, the SWE president
was named an emerging leader,
and Lee McFarland, a lecturer
in mechanical engineering, was
named “Most Supportive Pro
fessor.”
The women engineers rec
ognized were five out of 18
nominated by their department.
Nominees were evaluated on
faculty recommendations, dem
onstrated leadership, work expe
rience and grade point average.
All of the winners were also in
volved in multiple extracurricu-

an industrial engineering senior,
had an internship with Boeing
in Washington. Alyssa Daw is a
software engineering senior who
worked as a Coogle software en
gineer test intern and has a 3.99
cumulative grade point aver
age. O ther winners worked on
projects and led campus groups.
Roshani Patel is a civil engineer
ing senior and participant in a
project at University of Califor
nia, Davis dealing with the inter
action of seismic soil-structure.
The final winner, Jessica Paz, is an
industrial engineering senior and
president o f Cal Poly’s Engineer
ing Student Council.
The recipient o f 2010’s O ut
standing Women in Engineering
and Technology Award, Alyssa
Daw, has been a member of So
ciety of Women Engineers since
2006. She has held leadership po
sitions such as vice president of
public relations and network di
rector.
“My favorite part is the out
reach. I kind of get to give back
to the next generation,” Daw said.
“ I like to feel like I might be pav
ing the w.ay for them to become

My favorite part is the outreach.
I kind o f get to give back to the
next generation.
—Alyssa Daw
softw are e n g in e e r in g s e n io r

lar activities.
Once each student was
nominated, they completed a
questionnaire and submitted a
resume as well as one letter of
recommendation. The selection
was done by a group o f three
faculty from across the college
of engineering.
Some of the winners have
had internships with companies
like Google, Raytheon Mis
sile systems and Boeing. Allison
Holmgren, is an industrial engi
neering graduate and past intern
with Raytheon Missile systems.
In the process, she became a
C'ertified Raytheon Six Sigma
Specialist. C'ameron Schelmeris,

engineers.
In addition to recognizing
these students for their achieve
ments, scholarships were given
out at the event.
Students apply for these schol
arships ahead o f time. Some of
them are through the college,
while others are from outside
companies. A total o f 35 schol
arships were given out and the
awards ranged from $500 to
$1,500.
Another yearly award at the
banquet is to choose the “Most
Supportive Professor” from with
in all engineering departments.
see Engineers, page 2
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“As c'oinputtT engineers, we tend
to tdeiis on prograniining, but the logisties becomes a huge part ot testing,
getting It there and getting it work
ing," l,,iyton said.
Some of the tools the students
helped operate were Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles, a Remotely
Operating Vehicle (lUW) and an
ocean bottom crawler. Moline, who
first began working with underwa
ter robots in l‘>‘>6 at Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution and did
his post-doctoral thesis on Antarc
tica, said he saw this expedition as the
perfect opportunity to further his re
search and learn about how life works
in total darkness.
"Personally, I have conducted a
number of underwater missions with
my autonomous underwater vehicle.
Specifically, we are looking at the dis
tributions of sm.ill organisms in the
water, and how they move and in
teract with each other," Moline said.
“We are trying to piece together the
winter fliod web, aiul these efforts
help w ith that."
(dark, who worked in conjunc
tion with two Norwegian biologists,
was the only engineer project install
er to participate m the endeavor. I le
beg.in studying underwater robots at
Stanford in 2U(i4 while earning his
PhD.
“ The experiments were so applied.
We went into a place too ilangerous
for the divers and got to sample arc
tic algae that grows only in the Arc
tic," (dark said. “It was cool to pick
this through a robot that could re.ich
those depths. Wry little is know n and

very little studies have been done
on the polar night, and we wanted
to look at the actmty of life."
Plankenhorn said to retrieve
the algae divers would have need
ed to perform a four-hour dive
in ice-cold water, so they decided
to use an ROV to get the sample.
“We were there as support. They
wanted to use the ROV, but we
didn’t have the arm and Cdark had
to ship one out there and we had
to make it happen,” he said.
In addition to providing sup
port for the biologists by manag
ing the equipment, the engineers
also documented their trip. The
team blogged about their research
and posted videos and photos of
their findings.
“This was one additional
means to touch the outside world
and share our experiences,” Mo
line said. “We think we are doing
something special here, not only
in terms of the science, but with
the educational approach.”
Autonomous Undersea Vehicle
Applications C^'iiter, a leading
underwater robot research or
ganization, heard about the blog
and linked to it on their Web site.
C'lark said he hoped that the blog
could help the public learn more
about their research and generate
funding for future expeditions.
The expedition to Ny-Alesund, Svalbard in Norway’s Arctic
region was funded by the Nor
wegian Covernment, National
(ieographic and the United States
Natioiul Science foundation.
Clark said he hoped the expe
dition could contribute more in
formation and further devices on
the Arctic ecosvstem.
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To continue its support of teach
ers throughout each quarter, the
(ffL offers workshops.and lectures
every Friday ranging from how to
use technology in the classroom to
how' to make classes more effective
during furloughs.
“CwHirse Design with Technol
ogy in Mind is a workshop to ex
plore ways to use technology to im
prove learning,” Liddicoat said. “It
helps answer the question: How do
you provide a richer environment
with technology?”
Other opportunities that the
C?TL provides are cohort learning,
when teachers get together and
share teaching experiences, and fac
ulty’ development workshops where
skills in grant-writing and entering
research communities are discussed.
Writing In (¡enerally Every Dis
cipline (W lN (’iED) is another pro
gram hosted by the C:T1 .WlNCF.l)
attempts to aid teachers in helping
students read, write and think better
in their classes, said English lecturer
and writing proficiency exam coor
dinator I )eborah Wilhelm.
Wilhelm said that one impor
tant role W IN(iEl) plays is help
ing teachers deal with students who
may be unprepared for college-level
writing. Another is helping faculty
design .issignments so that students
know what is expected of them.
Ifecause the program is indepen
dent of any college, they are not re
quired to be reviewed. Yet, last year
the ('1 L underwent a review pro
cess run by outside members from
national learning centers, Liddicoat
said.
“We did it just to .issess the im
pact we had and to look at our vision
for the future," he said. “It was very
complimentary and talked about a
K)t of positive things and the impact
we've h.id on faculty.”
(¡rimes, ( f ll's founding direc
tor, said the program h.is done well
with their limited resources through
volunteer wtirk and f.u ulty member
passion.
“I think the amount of money
put intt> It and the results we get,
that ratio is just tremendous," he said.
“We've ikine it on a mniim.il amount
of funding. Fifty to GO faculty volun
teer every year to dti workshops.! he
way we loisked at ((¡Tl.) was and is
bv facultN’ for facultv.”

After the club receives nomina
tions for this award, a committee
of club members interviews the
.candidates and make a decision.
This year, the award went to for
mer club adviser and lecturer Lee
McFarland.
"1 think it is quite an honor,”
McFarland said of being cho
sen out of 14 nominated faculty
members.
Another leader recognized
was Society of Women Engi
neers’ president Lesley Telford.
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CORRECTIONS
The MusLing 1)aily stiff tikes
priile in publishing a duly newspa
per for the (¡.il Foly campus and the
neighboring community. We appre
ciate your readership and are thankhil tor your careful reading. Flease
send your correction su^estions to
niustingdiily(dgmail.coni.

She was named the collegiate
emerging leader for the region,
which includes Southern Cali
fornia, Southern Nevada,Utah,
New Mexico and Arizona.
Telford didn’t really become
interested in science until she
watched the Crime Scene Inves
tigation show's and wanted to be a
forensics scientist. After she took
biology, she decided she wanted
to do more than just research.
“ Being president of Society ot
Women Engineers has allowed
me to makes contacts in the in
dustry and meet people in com
panies that I would eventually
like to work in,” Telford said.

• A graphic in Mondiy’s edition
incorrectly reported that the (¡SU
campuses will increase their sixyear graduation rates by S percent
and Cal Foly would increase its
rate by 6 percent. In fact, the (¡SU
campuses will increase the rate by
() percent; (¡al Foly will attempt to
increase its six-year graduation rate
by 8 percent.
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Governm ent report shows health Congress looks at foreign
costs still soaring at record pace influence in U.S. elections
Sananda Sahoo
N oam N. Levey
IR ID U N E W ASHINdTDN HURKAU

WASHINC'.TON — In a stark
rtMiiindcr of growing costs, the gov
ernment estimated Thursday that
health care consumed a record 17.3
percent of all spending in the U.S.
economy last year — or roughly
S2.5 trillion.
This was the single largest t)iieyear jump in health care spending
as a share of the nation s gross do
mestic product since the govern
ment started keeping such records
a half century ago.
And as soon as next year, more
than half the nation’s total health
care tab may fall to the government
for the first time, according to an
annual report by independent ac
tuaries at the federal C'enters for
Medicare and Medicaid Services,
or CMS.
The rise in current costs, driven
in part by surging spending in the
government Medicare and Medic
aid programs and the bleak projec
tions for the future, do not take into
account changes that may come if
Democrats succeed i n reviving
their health overhaul legislation.
The report, while issued by a
nonpartisan accounting agency, ap
pears likely to fuel further debate
about the health bills now stalled in
(xingress.
In the absence of change,
Wediiesd.iy’s report raises a grim
prospect for the country — a
health care system consuming an
ever greater and potentially unsus
tainable share of the economy even
as private health coverage lags.
Last year, C'MS estimated that
government spending on health
care would tiot ov'ertake privatespending until 2016, comp.ared to
2011 or 2012 in the current teport.
“The health system is hurting,
and we are seeing that in these
numbers,” said Karen Davis, presi
dent of the Commonwe.ilth Fund,
a leading authority on health care
policy.
The report also points up the fi
nancial cost of the so-called Cireat
Recession and the growing pressua- it is putting on state and local
governments.
Federal and state spending on
Medicaid, the nation’s primary

health insurance program for lowincome Americans, jumped nearly
10 percent in 2000, according to
the report. Medicare spending,
meanwhile, shot up just over H per
cent.
Obama and many health care
experts have argued that reshaping
the health care system woukl ulti
mately make it more etheient, even
if overall health spending continues
to increase — a claim Republicans
dispute.
Fueled by new technology, an
aging population, rising incomes
and other changes, spending on
medical care has been consuming
a larger and larger share of the na
tion’s economy for years, jumping
from about 5 percent of the (iross
Domestic Product in I960 to near
ly 14 percent in 2000.
lJut the recession that began in
2007 accelerated that trend as the
broader economy contracted while
health care spending continued to
increase, according to C'MS actuar
ies and economists.
Even now, with the economy
slowly recovering, the government
expects that the growth of health
care spending will outpace the ex
pansion of the overall economy. By
2020, one of every five dollars spent
in America is expected to go to pay
for health care.
Some economists believe that
this is not necessarily a problem, as
the health care industry can provide
good jobs and improve both health
and productivity.
But there is growing concern
that as much as a third of the medi
cal care delivered in the U.S. does
not help patients.
“Are we getting value for dol
lar? That is the question,” said Len
Nichols, who directs the Health
Policy Program at the centrist New
America Foundation. “If you be
lieve that so much medical care is
unnecessary, .ts I do, then it is criniin.il that we are spending so much.”
On the other end of the political
spectrum, Stuart Butler, vice presi
dent for domestic and economic
policy at the conservative Heritage
Foundation, said the numbers un
derscore the need for more aggres
sive action to curb spending.
“The only way to do this is
to simply spend less,” liutler said,
warning that the health bills being

pushed on ('apitol Hill do the op
posite.
C'MS officials noted that the
health care spending has been in
creasing even as the number of
Americans without health insur
ance is growing, another sign of
problems with the system.
“With higher unemployment,
people lose their jobs (and) many of
them lose their health care cover
age in the process. And under cur
rent law, they don’t h.ive much to
fall back on,” said Richard S. Foster,
the chief actuary.
Foster said the report by his of
fice indicated that two of the main
trends driving calls for a health
overhaul — rising costs and shrink
ing numbers of people with health
coverage — are essentially the same
as they were when the health care
debate began last year.
“Nothing much has changed in
that regard,” he said.
Ineffiiciency is becoming a par
ticularly acute problem for state
and federal governments, which
the report shows are increasingly
supporting the nation’s health care
system.
Haifa century ago. government
accounted for just a quarter of all
health care spending. Now, as the
cost of caring for elderly and poor
.^nlericans swells, government’s
share of the total bill is fast becom
ing greater than that of the private
sector.
The trend accelerated m the re
cession, as Washington spent billions
of dollars to help states prop up
Medicaid pmgrams being strained
by the growing ranks of the unem
ployed and uninsured.
The health care legislation be
ing debated on Ckipitol Hill could
incre.ise the government conimitiiient to health care further as
the federal government boosts the
Medicaid program and provides
billitnis of dollars of subsidies to
low- and moderate-income Amer
icans to help them buy private in
surance.
But in a separate report a month
ago, CMS actuaries estimated that
the Senate health care bill would
boost total health care spending by
less than 1 percent over the next
decade, in large part because the
legislation includes initiatives to
make Medicare more efficient.
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WASHINC'.TON — In the
wake of the recent Supreme Cknirt
ruling that ended most restrictions
on corporate funding in elections,
a congressional panel wa.s asked
Wednesday to enact greater limits
on the influence of foreign com
panies in U.S. elections.
At the hearing of a House of
Representatives judiciary subcom
mittee, experts also sought con
gressional intervention to restrict
contributions from out-of-state
corporations.
The .S-4 decision last month in
Cntizens United v. Federal Elec
tion CTmimission has sparked de
bate about the prospect of a pos
sible surge in corporate spending
on election campaigns.
1low to sort out who owns or
controls a multinational corpora
tion — which now would be free
to use corporate funds to influence
U.S. elections — troubled some on
the subcommittee.
“ I don’t know who owns what
in this global economy,” said Rep.
Bill Delahunt, D-Mass. For in
stance. he asked, who are the share
holders of Exxon Mobil, which
has operations across the planet?
The majority opinion by the
Supreme (Tnirt is vague on for
eign corporations. Flie opinion
said that the court need iu)t resolve
that issue because the case “is not
limited to ctirporations or associa
tions that were created in foreign
countries or funded predominate
ly by foreign shareholders.”
Harvard law professor Laurence
Tribe said that the dissenters, led
by Justice Stevens, went out of
their way to treat the majority’s
explicit decision to leave the mat
ter open as an “acknowledgement
that C'ongress might be allowed to
take measures aimed at ‘preventing
foreign individuals or associations
from influencing our nation’s po
litical process.’“
Tribe urged the Subcommittee
on the C?onstitution, Civil Rights
and Civil Liberties to act immedi
ately to guard against foreign in
fluence.
An increase in spending by cor
porate entities in campaigns and in
lobbying for various agendas over
the years also fueled support for
limiting the iiiHuence of foreign

corporations.
“Since corporations have been
banned from contributing to
candidates and restricted in their
campaign spending, their political
spending has generally taken the
form of lobbying,” said Monica
Youn, the director of the cam
paign finance project at the Bren
nan CT'iiter for Justice at the New
York University School of Law.
For instance, she said, “the health
care industry in 2009 spent ap
proximately $1 million per day to
lobby Ckmgress on health care re
form.”
C')iie way to tackle this issue
could be retjuiring managers to
get authorization from sharehold
ers before making political expen
ditures with corporate treasury
funds and to report such spending
to shareholders,Youn said.
An existing statute prevents for
eign corporations from influencing
U.S. elections by donating to them
but it doesn’t prohibit spending by
domestic corporations that foreign
nationals own or control. An FE('
regulation restricts the ability of a
foreign national to participate in
the “decision-making process” of a
domestic corporation with regard
to its political spending.
Some organizations that repre
sent the domestic subsidiaries of
foreign companies m the United
States are worried that the de
bate over what’s deemed a foreign
company might harm the invest
ment climate in the country.
“We are troubled by the fact
that U.S. operations of foreign
companies might be niischaracterized as foreign,” said Nancy
McLernon, the president and
CTO of the Organization for In
ternational Investment. The orga
nization represents issues faced by
the U.S. subsidiaries of firms that
are headquartered abroad, includ
ing Nestle, Siemens and Unilever.
The
domestic
subsidiaries
of such companies account for
around 4.6 percent of U.S. pri
vate-sector employment, accord
ing to the organization.
If these U.S. operations are
singled out as foreign, they could
be seen in a pejorative light, there
could be a reaction against con
tracting with them and foreign
investment in the United States
might be discouraged. McLernon
said.
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Defense firms stand to lose (
if NASA budget shrinks
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Associate professor Jonathan York teaches classes in entrepreneurship, new venture management and startup financing.
Where did you attend school?
1 wem roYale University.
W hat did you do before becom ing a professor?
Prior to cotning here, ! was CEO of companies in technology and
health care, ran two non-profits and was in the venture capital busitiess.
What is the greatest satisfaction you get from teaching?
Helping students learn to debate and discuss issues.
What do you hope your students learn from you?
How to ask the right questions - because success m business and in
life is nuire soften rcl.ited to the questions you ask than the answers you
think vou have.
>X'here are you when you aren’t teaching?
1 like going to films, wandering ;m>und towai, relaxing.
What is your favorite thing about Cal Poly?
I he Miuller claw si2'e and the rmI focus on the students.
What kind o f music do you listen to?
1lonestly, 1 like all genivs w irh lots of new .irtists that my friends have
never heaiti of, as well as some I have listened to for many years. 1buy,
ves buv. lors of music. I he i lunes store Kwes me.
What was the last book you read?
I'lie l.ist book I read \vas" rhe IJig llurnfT'eddy Roosewlt and the Fire
that S.ivcd America."
If you could m eet anyone alive or dead who would it he?
Hob Dylan or John Lennon.
If you had a million dollars how would you spend it?
1 think riiiht now’ 1 would save it!
If you could be anywhere in the world where would you be?
Here or at our other home in Taos. New' Mexico.
What is your proudest accomplishment?
Finding later in life diat 1 had the strength to pasli through some tough
business situations and survive.
D o you have a funny, inspiring, crazy o r interesting teacher you
w ant to know m ore about? Send teacher suggestions to:
mustangdailywirefA gm ail.com

LOS ANGELES — Big defense
firms are reeling from President
Barack Obama’s call to reshape
NASA and scrap plans for sending
humans back to the moon, an am
bitious endeavor that would h.ive
meant billions of dollars in spend
ing to develop new rockets and
spacecraft.
The potentially seismic shift
for the aerospace industry was an
nounced Monday, the seventh an
niversary of the loss of the space
shuttle C'.olumbia, and came as
defense companies were bracing
for a pullback in the Pentagon’s
spending on weapons.
But NASA’s new direction
could be a boon to private space
entrepreneurs, who have thus
far been funding their ventures
mostly on their own dime. If the
plan makes it through C'ongress
— a big “if,” at that — funding
for spacecraft development could
shift dramatically from entrenched
defense firms to privately funded
start-ups.
“CTbvioiisly, we’re disappointed
at the direction the administration
seems to be taking,’’ said Kandy
Belote, spokesman for Northrop
('iruinman Cxirp., wliicli is cur
rently working on the lunar lander
for NAS.A’s next moon mission.“ If
the budget does go through, this
w ill be a whole different ballganie.
•And we’re going to liave to look at
our oprums very closely before we
go forward. ”
I he shift may already be un
derway. Ibis week, NASA award
ed S.Sn million in researcli funds to
five private companies to design
prototypes for a vehicle that could
carry crew to the International
Space Station, riiey would replace
the space shuttle, which is sched
uled to stop operating this year
“The president has asked NASA
to partner with the aerospace in
dustry m a fundamentally new
way, making commercially provid
ed services the primary mode of
astronaut transportation to the In
ternational Space Station,” NASA
Administrator C'harles Bolden said
as he unveiled the space agency’s
spending plans Monday.
The new direction would also
bring an end to NASA’s .S-yearold C'onstellation program to put
astronauts back on the moon by
2020. Under the program, NASA
IS working on developing a new
rocket, the Ares 1, a crew capsule

been awarded to a major aerospace
firm, which in turn doled out
work to subcontractors.
“ It looks like those days are
history,” said Edmund CL Meini, a
Boeing Cat. spokesman. “There’s
going to be a change in procure
ment. Cdunge is always difficult.
But if that’s tlie way it is, then
we’ll find a way to adapt.”
Boeing recently got SIS mil
lion 111 seed money to develop
space crew transportation systems.
It received another $b.7 million
for technology development for
its joint rocket venture with Lockheeil Martin Ciorp
But the contracts are a far cry
from the awards it got in the past.
In 2(K)7, Boeing w’on an $S()()
million contract to develop the
avionics for the Ares I rocket. The
contract, which has meant 40(1
jobs, is now in jeopardy under the
new budget plan.

IIY-1 KIRUM

NASA Administrator Charles Bolden discusses the 2011 budget and the
new commercial space pioneers at the National Press Club, Tuesday in
Washington, D.C. Obama’s budget proposal scraps NASA’s back to the
moon program. NASA could change to funding by private companies.
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and a lunar lander, similar to the
Apollo program.
But canceling Constellation is
not expected to be easy.
The government has already
poured
billion into the pro
gram, which has created thousands
of jobs in about 40 states — and
that’s not including the hundreds
o f small business suppliers across
the country.
“When the president says that
he’s going to cancel (lonstellation,
1 can tell yon that to muster the
votes and to overcome that, it’s go
ing to be very, very difficult,” said
Sen. Bill Nelson, 1)-Fla., whose
state is expected to lose 7,000 jobs
when the space shuttle program is
mothballed.
Obama’s plans for the space
agency also call for restructuring
the way big contracts are awarded.
Typically, multibillion-dollar proj
ects such as CAUistellation have
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WASHINC'.T'ON
—
The
Obama administration gave a boost
to the corn and coal industries on
Wednesday, announcing a series
of moves to accelerate biofuel use
and deploy so-called “clean coal”
technology on power plants.
Unveiling the actions in a meet
ing \\ ith energy-state governors at
the White House, President Barack
Obama said the steps would create
jobs in rural areas, reduce foreign
energy dependence and curb the
emissions that scientists blame for
ulobal warming.
"It's important for us to under
stand that in order for us to move
forward with a robust energy poli
cy,” Obama said,“we’ve got to have
not an either/or philosophy but a
both/and philosophy — a philoso
phy that says traditional sources of
energy are going to continue to be
important for a while so we’ve got
to just use technologies to make
them cleaner and more efficient.”
Most notably, the Environmen
tal Protection Agency made final
a regulation that could give corn
ethanol a much larger share of the
renewable fuel market mandated
by Congress m 2007. An earlier
version of the rule included a
controversial calculation — since
reworked by EPA scientists —

that would have iiiinimized corn
ethanol’s role because of concerns
about the fuel’s overall pollution
fighting credentials.
The administration said the
HPA rule alone would lead to a
S41.5 billion reduction in oil im
ports and take the equivalent of 27
million vehicles off the road.
Administration officials also
.mnounced a revamped strategy to
put the nation on track to meet the
congressional mandate of ,T6 bil
lion gallons of biofuel by 2002, in
hopes of fixing a government ef
fort that officials acknowledge has
fallen short in its attempts to wean
cars and trucks away from fossil
fuels and move toward ethanol,
biodiesel and other crop-based fu
els. The nation currently produces
about 12 billion gallons, mostly
from corn ethanol, and the federal
government projects the country
will not meet the 2022 goal.
And Obama issued a presiden
tial memoraiidum to speed the
development of technologies that
capture and store the carbon-dioxide emissions from coal plants,
with a goal of bringing five to 10
commercial-scale projects online
by 2016.
Many industry groups cheered
the decisions, particularly cornsee Biofuel, page 6
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LOS ANGELES (MCT) —
US. C'ustoms and Border Protection
officers in San I )iego ibuiid more
%lian $1 million worth of marijuana
hidden in a shipment of bananas
at the Mexico btirder, officials said
Wednesday.
A drug-sniffing dog alerted offi
cers to the shipment Monday when
a 40-year-old Mexican truck driver
applied to cross into the United
States at the Otay Mesa cargo facil
ity, the agency said in a statement.
When officers opened the bo.xes
in the truck, they found 2.TS p.ickages of marijuana weighing nearly a
ton hidden among bunches of ba
nanas, the statement said. Officers
seized the iiiarijuana. which is worth
an estini.ited SI. 17 million.
• • •
LOS ANGELES (MCT) —
Stanford University garnered the
largest total of private donations of
any American college or university
last year, for the fifth consecutive
year, even while charitable support
for higher education dnipped about
12 percent nationwide because of
the recession, according to a new
survey.
Stanford in 2( M)9 took in a whop
ping $fi4().l million in donations,
down about IS percent tixmi the
previous year but still big enough
again to again beat Harvard Univer
sity, which received $601.6 million,
the report by the Ciouncil for Aid to
Education showed.

LAS VEGAS (M CT) — Two
casino patrons were killed and nine
injured Wediiesd.iy in the south
ern Nevada resort town of Laughlin when a driver smashed through
the glass doors of the Edgewater
Hotel ¿k (!asino and plowed into
several banks of slot machines.
rile 70-year-old male driver
possibly suffered a “medical epi
sode” when he shot through a red
light and races! tow aril the Edgewater valet area about 9:30 a.in.,
authorities said.
joe Magliarditi. the casino’s
chief operating officer, was told
the driver’s speed topped (>0 mph
and that he made no obvious ef
fort to stop. Everything happened
so quickly that some gamblers ini
tially thought the casino’s roof had
caved in.
Alcohol has been ruled out as
a factor in the crash. Investigators
are looking into whether or not
the car had a malfunction.
• • •
MIAMI (M CT) — A Florida
man was sentenced to five years
in prison after pleading guilty for
mail-fraud conspiracy.
He made $717,000 from more
than -S,500 eBay transactions, us
ing at least 260 different auction
accounts, federal prosecutors say.
He never shipped a thing to
thousands of winning bidders who
had paid him.

BAGHDAD (MCT) — Hun
dreds of candidates accused of ties
to the outlawed Baath Party will
be allowed to participate in Iraq’s
upcoming election after a deci
sion Wednesday by judges to defer
hearing their appeals until after the
poll.
The step ni,iy help ease political
tensions in the run-up to the elec
tions, and closely matches a US.
proposal pressed recentlv by Vice
President joe Biden.
r he 390 or so c.indidates affect
ed could still be b.irred from taking
their seats if they .ire elected to par
liament, potentially creating a fresh
political crisis. But the ruling will
,ivert the threat of a boycott of the
polls by Iraq’s minority Sunnis.
The seven-judge panel respon
sible for hearing the appeals of
those barred decided that it did not
have time to inv’estigate all the cases
before the March 7 poll.
• • •
GUANTANAMO (MCT) —
The Swiss government rebuffed
Cdiinese protests Wednesday and
agreed to give sanctuary to two
brothers of the Muslim Uighur mi
nority who had been cleared for re
lease from Guantanamo, but feared
persecution if they went home.
The announcement represented
a breakthrough for Arkin Mahnut,
45, and his brother Bahtiar, 32, now'
held in a chain-link-fence enclosed
compound. Camp Iguana.
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WORD ON THE STREET

“D o y o u plan to watch the Super Bowl? Who are you rooting for?”

r 'MSdíÉííá^

12a
won't be

“Yes, I want the Saints to win
because they went a long time
this season undefeated. I'd
rather the underdog win.”

"I’m watching with my buddies
from the dorm. I want the Saints
to win because their franchise
deserves it."

“Yes, I’ll watch at a paity. I want
the Colts to win because Pey
ton Manning is the man.’’

“Yes. I'll probably party hop. I
want the Saints because I think
it will be good for New Orleans'
economy.”

-Kyle West, kinesiolc^ freshman

-Mike Riefler, jouma/ism senior

-Taylor Steers, bio/cg/ca/ scienc
es freshman

-Joe Newman, agricultural sci
ence senior

-Kaylee Tersini, agricultural
communication senior

“I have to work so
watching. "

Attention R.A’s

"Yes, I have to work at The
Shack. I want the Saints be
cause of Drew Brees he’s an
awesome quarterback and
used to play for the Chargers.”

Want to have an amazing summer working with kids and utilizing
many of the same skills that you have as an R.A? Camp Wayne
for Girls is looking for counselors for our summer camp in
Northeastern PA from 6/1 9 -8 /1 5 .

-Stefanie White, business ad
ministration junior

Call 215.994.3069 or apply on line at www.campwaynegirls.com

COMPILED AND PHOTOGRAPHED BY JENNIFER TTTCOMB

Free Income
Tax Assistance
FOR TAXPAYERS WITH GROSS INCOME UNDER $50,000

Call
All returns prepared by qualified com m unity volunteers and
review ed by IRS certified tax preparers.
W eekday, Evening, and S aturday Tax A ssistance Available.
Call for an appointm ent or m ore inform ation. Se habla Español.
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U n ited
Way

BUSINESS

United Way of
San Luis Obispo County

vita.calpoly edu

www.unitedwayslo.org

BankofAmerica

Ask about your preparer about EITC:
You m ay qualify for up to $5,800 extra back from the IRS.
Funding for this program provided by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 in
cooperation with the California Department of Community Services and Development.

Biofuel
continued jrotn page 5

eth.uiol boosters, who have lob
bied heavily for an e.xpanded corn
role under the El’A's Renewable
Fuel Standard.
Under a draft of the regulation
released last year, F.PA scientists
determined that corn ethanol pro
duced too many greenhouse gas
emissions to qualify as a renewable
fuel, effectively limiting the fuel’s
role to a baseline level mandated
by ('ongress.
,
The finding was controversial
because it included a scientifically
debated calculation of the “indi
rect” land-use effects of corn eth
anol production — the idea that
growing corn for fuel domesti
cally could spur farmers oversees

to cut down trees and plant crops
such as soybeans.
EI*A scientists revised their cal
culations for the final regulation to
include new information on crop
productivity and a more global
view of indirect land use effects,
and they concluded corn ethanol
produced in the most energy-ef
ficient manner would in fact meet
the emissions standard, EI*A Ad
ministrator Lisa P. Jackson said.
“ We weren’t trying to appease
any particular industry or reach
any particular outcome,” she said,
adding: “Based on what we know
now, there is no basis to exclude
these fuels.”
Some environmental groups
praised the EPA for continuing to
factor indirect land-use into the
calculation, despite pressure to ex
clude it.

CAl Poly
-p
M eat S qence
Meat produced by C al Poly Students
Fresh Meat C ase Stocked W eekly
• New'York & Flat Iron Steak
• Gourmet Brats iC Sausages
• Beef)erky
Building 24-107H
Cal Poly Meats Lab
805.756.2114

• Cal Poly Raised Chicken
• USDA Choice Beef and lam b
• Ham & Bacon

On campus Iwtween

Campus Market and Highland Dr.
Ask alx)ul parking reimbursement

Bring in this advertisement for 10% Off Chicken and Pork
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Regulators, legislators turn scrutiny
to vehicles outside Toyota recalls
Toyota fix
Toyota will mstall .1 stoel shim a (xyupio of milhmvtcrs thick in tho
pedal assembly to eliminate the fnctfon that may cause the pedal
to stick when depressed

Araa 0f

The problem
Interlocking plastic toeth designed to providn small amounts
of tension on the pedal can stick together when moisture is
present: this can lead to the pedal getting stuck ar>d not
releasing

Toyota will install a metal
reinforcement bar behind one
of the cornponenis (ttie '‘shoe")
to reduce the tension ond
excess friction
•

--.vy

- ^'X^
RecalleO ^
T o y o ta m o d e ls
• 2009-10 HAV4
. 2009-10 Corolta
• 2009-10 Matrix
• 2006-10 Avalon
• 2010-Hlghlandai
•2 0 0 7 -1 0 Tundra
• 2008-10 Soquoia
• Soma 2007-10 Cam ry aadanx

Reinforcement ber

W h d t t o d o If y o u r c a r Is a ffe c te d b y th e pedal recall
1. Wart tor a certified letter from
2. If your pectal is hard to depress
Toyota which will provide instructions
or r>ot snrKioth duru>g o$>eration.
on irTakiiTg an dppomtmenl: it coukJ be stiut off the engine aixJ contact a
wrmks brrfnro you receive your letter
Icsal doeler for nanistiirtcr
SoifTC* Toyixa
0>>af»dc Maa n u l »od Phil 0*ib. Cr»cafto TfXmo«

Jim Puzzanghera and Jerry
Hirsch
l.OS A N iil 1,1 S IlMIuS

WASHINC'iDN — Congres
sional investigators are esealating their
probe oflbyota Mt)tor Corp. vehicles
by examining whether sudden aeeeleration afflicts models that have
not been recalled — and whether all
Ibvota veliic'les should be modifiecl

3. Repair should take about 30
minutes at no cost to you: if »t
canfK>l be fixed ngfrt away, Toyota
plans to provide tem por.iry vehirien

so that their brakes override oiit-citeontrcil thmttles.
The increased scrutiny comes as
regulators in Japan and the U.S. have
launched incpiiries into reports that
brakes on the company s I’rius hybrid
are slow to respond. A Prius ccintmversy would he particularly thorny
tor loyota. w hich has used the hybrid
to hone its image as a maker ot envi
ronmentally friendly and technologi-

cally advanced autos.
“The Prius is their poster child for
ccTrporate responsibility,” said Jeremy
Anwyl, chief executive of auto re
search firm Edmunds Inc.
Also Wednesday, Toyota dealers in
Southern C^alifornia began receiving
parts to fix sticky gas pecials, which
the automaker has blamed for some
of the sudden-acceleration problems,
and a Califflniia legislator said he
would propose that state lawmakers
stop buying loyotas for their vehicle
pool.
Toyota’s stock plunged after Trans
portation Secretary Kay Lai lood, in
a congressional hearing, appeared to
warn ow ners not to drive recalled ve
hicles. LaHood later said he misspoke.
He meant to caution people to avoid
operating vehicles that have exhibited
a rough or sticky gas pedal and rec
ommended that ow ners get their cars
fi.xed quickly.
The chairman of a congressional
committee that plans a hearing on the
recall next week sent a letter to'Ibyota
Wednesday asking whether it was safe
to drive recalled models and whether
the sudden acceleration problems af
fect other Toyota vehicles.
Rep. Edolphus Towns, I )-N.Y.,
chairman of the House t Oversight
and (iovernment Reform Commit
tee, asked about similar problems in
the Toyota raeoma truck. He said the
National Highway Trafflc Safety Ad
ministration has received more than
KM) complaints about sudden accel
eration in the Tacoma, which does
not have the same accelerator pedal
assembly as the recalled models.
The l.OS Angeles Times reported

Iran launches rocket with
several animals onboard
B orzou D aragahi
I o s ANOI 1 I S i l M l S

HFdRUI — Iran announced
that it fired a powerful rocket
loaded with several live animals
into space and unveiled a hand
ful of other space technologies
Wednesday, ahead of a nationalist
holiday and amid heightened in
ternational concerns about Teh
ran’s m ulear research and missile
programs.
The long-awaited launch of
the Kavoshgar-3 satellite carrier
aiul the unveiling of the other
technologies coincided with Iran’s
aniuial Space Hay, as well as the
buildup to the F-eh. 1 I anniversary
oftlie Fslamic FLepulslic.
State television aired footage
o ftlie Hying Kavosligar-3. IMiotos
posted to news Web sites slimved a
rat strapped into a space pod. ILeports said two turtles and worms
were also aboard. OtTicials said it
was the First time Iran has lauiu bed
living orgaiysms into space.
“ 1hese miraculous satellite
projects are, in Fact, key to the
connection between Clod and
mankind," President Mahmoud

Ahmadmejad said at a ceremony,
aectirdmg to state radio. “Today.
Iranian scientists are capalile of
capturing tlie skies.”
He predicted that Iran would
in the Future dispatch astrtmauts
beyond Earth’s orbit and was“twt)
steps aw.iy From reaching a point
of no return’’ in its space program,
which has worried the U.S. and
other nations in the West because
t)f its potential tti holster Iran’s
ballistic missile program.
Iran inaugurated seven projects
Wednesday, including a satellite
image processing center, a 3-1)
laboratory and plans For the Fourengine, liqiiid-Fuel Simorgh satel
lite carrier, which can transport a
22()-pound object up to 3(X) miles
above Earth, according to Iranian
news outlets.
Three satellites unveiled were
the solar-powered Tolon, which
can take photographs and transmit
them hack to Earth; the MeshahII. which can provide telecom
munications to remote areas; and
the Navid.an imaging satellite desigwed by students.
Iran sent its first satellite, the
Omid, into orbit last vear amid

patriotic fervor in the run-up to
the 30th anniversary o f the Is
lamic Revolution, lint the dis
cord unleashed after Ahmadinejad’s disputed June 12 re-election
has largely dissipated the spirit of
unitv.

Nov. 29 that the average number of
sudden acceleration complaints in
volving the I'acoma increased dra
matically after Toyota introduced
electronic throttles on the truck in
2003. Towns also cited some cctiuplaints in which faulty Hoor mats,
which sparked a Toyota recall last year,
did not appear to he the cause.
“What would explain episodes
such as this, where drivers are expe
riencing an uncontrollable accelera
tion and, reportedly, no Hoor mats are
present in the vehicle (or they repcirted the Hoor mat was not involved),”
Towns wrote.
Toyota said last year that it will in
stall a brake override in vehicles it has
recalled to prevent the risk of Hoor
mats entrapping the gas pedal; downs
asked whether Toyota was consider
ing installing override on all its ve
hicles.
Rep. John I). Hingell, l)-Mich.,
asked Toyota why the automaker’s
recall announcements came “at least
two years” after it had learned t)f sud
den acceleration problems.

He also asked about a Nov. 8 Los
Angeles Times article reporting that
Toyota “did not disgt)rge” all of the
complaints about sudden accelera
tions problems it knew of when the
data was retiuested by the National
Highway TraHic Safety Administra
tion.
LaHood said that the NHTSA
“will continue to hold Toyota’s feet to
the fire to make sure that they are do
ing everything they have promised to
make their vehicles safe. We will con
tinue to investigate all possible causes
of these safety issues.”
LaHood said he intended to speak
directly with Toyota Kresident Akio
Ibyoda “very soon” to make sure the
company gets the message from the
U.S. government that the company
needs to take aggressive action to re
solve the sudden acceleration prob
lems.
“This is serious. This is very seri
ous,” LaHotid said. Toyota is doing ev
erything now to correct the problem,
he added, “but we're going tt) keep
the pressure on them.

Voted Best Jewelry Store in SLO!

LIQUIDATION SALE
50% to 70% OFF Storewide
9

Everything Must Go!!!
-Final Two Weeks-

Largest Selection of Jewelry!
• Sterling Silver
• Semi-Precious Stones
• Swarovski Crystals
• Fashion Jewelry
• Quality Body Jewelry
• Paintings/Frames

Largest Selection of
• Handbags/Purses
• I.D. Cases & Wallets
• Furnishings
• Fun Accessories
» Perfect Valentine Gifts
• CandlesA/ases

F re e p ro fe s s io n a l e a r p ie rc in g
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Tlic sounds ot strings and wind
quartets will fill the halls of the
Mission San Luis Obispo deTolosa Saturday night, reverberating oft
pews and adobe walls with iiiusie
written not only for places like
this, but in the same era as well.
C'al Loly Music Ensembles’ an
nual benefit concert, Night at the
Mission, will be held at 8 p.m.
Saturday. The hall, built to carry
sound long before the advent ot
electronics, is one of the top loca
tions to e.xperience chamber mu
sic ill the state.
Music minor and senior aero
space engineer Kebecca Henning
has played clarinet m the concert
for the last three years and said the
mission really adds to the experi
ence.
“ It’s a beautiful location,” Hen
ning said. “The acoustics there are
incredible. It’s just a warm sound,
and beautiful atmosphere to be lis
tening to music in. And if people
are looking for a more low'-key
concert, it’s a great performance.”
While this performance may be
low-key, proceeds from the con
cert will help the wind ensemble
perform in a world-renowned
concert hall this June. The 60member group was chosen to be
the showcase college ensemble at
the 2010 Los Angeles Internation
al Music Festival in Walt Disney
C'oncert Hall, home of the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra.
1 he festival features college and

musicians have gone before, to
an architect getting to show their
drawings to Frank Lloyd Wright,
or a sports team making it to the
world series.
“There’s a reason these halls are
lauded as world-famous,” Pheister
said. “ It’s exciting to go there as
an audience member to listen to
some great ensemble, but to be
able to perform there as a student
is exceptional.”
In fact. Night at the Mission
started with a C'arnegie Hall per
formance. C'al Poly’s chamber
orchestra was scheduled to play
at C'arnegie Hall, but lacked the
funding to get there. The music
department’s main performing
hall was booked, so they played
with smaller ensembles at the mis
sion instead.
The combination of the mu
sic and the mission was so w'ellreceived by the community that
the ensembles have held the event
there ever since.
One o f the reasons the concert
became popular is that the con
struction of the mission affects
the tone quality of the music it
self. William Johnson, professor of
— Kebecca H e n n in g
music at Cal Poly since 1966, is
Aeorspate engineering senior
the conductor o f the wind orches
tra and wind ensembles, some of
which will be performing Satur
day.
“There are a few great concert
“Much o f that music was w rit
halls in the world,” Pheister said.
“C'arnegie Hall is among them, ten, not necessarily for that build
and now the Walt Disney Hall as ing, but for buildings just like it,”
Johnson said. “To have that 18th
well.”
He compared playing at one of century experience is just won
these halls, where so many great derful,” Johnson said.

high school bands from around
the world.
Every year. Night at the Mission
raises money for C’al Poly Music
Ensembles to perform m worldclass settings such as Karlskirche
Clathedral in Vienna, Smetana Hall
in Prague and C'arnegie Hall in
New York Chty.
Tuba section leader Gary
Pheister played with the ensemble
at their 2003 C'arnegie Hall debut,
and will be playing at the Walt
Disney Concert Hall as well.

r

The acoustics
there are incred
ible. It’s just a
warm sound and
beautiful atmo
sphere to be lis
tening to music in.

A
AIMEE VASQUEZ MUSTANG PAII.Y

Music junior Lauren Wasynezuk will play soprano saxophone in an allsaxophone adaptation of Samuel Barber s “Adagio for Strings.”
Unlike many modern perform
ing halls, the mission was built to
project sound before the inven
tion of speakers and microphones.
The construction o f the wooden
altar, the angles of the walls and
even the height of the platform

contribute to the overall sound
experience.
Ciraphic communication in
structor Brian Lawler has per
formed and recorded choral work
see Music, page 11
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Mon 2/8: Kickoff BBQ at Chumash Auditorium 5 P.M.
lues 2/9: lrapshtM>t 5 P.M.
VVfd 2/ 10: Mini-burger Challenge at Franks 8 P.M.
Lhurs 2 / LI: Bowling at Mustang laines 7 P.M.
Fri 2/12: SOtball 3 P.M,
Sat 2/13; BBQ and Horseshiv limrnament 1 P.M.
Sun 2/ 14: Smoker Slideshow 6 P.M,
wwvv.agrslo.com
r.ontact Inlorm.ition: Mitchell Yerxj - mbycrxjltf calpoly cJu • (S.tO) ‘i:i3-0260
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Journal to feature works
on campus controversies

COURTESY PHOTO

“Moebius" is an annual journal published by the College of Liberal
Arts where student, faculty and staff can submit pieces of writing.
Mikacla Akuna
MUSTANC; O A II Y

A journal backed by the Col
lege of Liberal Arts at Cal Poly is
currently accepting piece submis
sions to potentially be published
in its 2010 issue. “Moebius” is an
annual publication that aims to
feature the works of students, staff
and faculty that pertain to the
theme of the year.
This year’s theme, “Campus
Controversies,” is intended to get
into the nitty-gritty view points of
a variety of people.
Helen Knight is a former
member of the submissions board
for “Moebius” and also graduated
last quarter from C'al Poly with a
masters degree in English.
“When we were selecting the
theme for this year it was right af
ter the crops house incident and
I think we all had that in mind,”
Knight said.
Some of the major ideas that
might be found in the upcoming
issue are things like budget cuts,
furloughs and diversity. Alongside
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those broader issues might be top
ics like the Michael Pollan presen
tation, hazing and suicide.
Jnan Blau is a communication
studies professor and the manag
ing editor of “Moebius” this year.
He said that although the journal
is run through the College of Lib
eral Arts, it is not exclusive to only
disciplines within the college.
“We’re interested in a variety of
points of view,” Blau said. “It can
be taken in any way (the author)
can think of whether abstract,
historically or what’s happening
now.”
Just as the journal seeks to have
a broad spectrum of outlooks per
taining to the theme, it also pro
vides an assortment of ways to ex
press those thoughts.
The journal features a variety
of writing styles, including essays,
articles and poetry. Many of these
works are submitted by faculty
and students predominantly from
the College of Liberal Arts. All the
same, Blau said that good candi
dates for publication are pieces
that are well written and bring

w

something to the table that is in
teresting, no matter who it’s writ
ten by.
“If we find something we like,
we do work with authors if it’s
slightly falling short in some as
pect,” he said.” We look at the use
fulness (of a piece) regardless of
our own opinions; if it’s enticing
we’ll publish it.”
There is an “ Interviews” sec
tion where members of the edito
rial board write profiles on inter
esting people that have some sort
of tie to the theme. Sometimes, the
interviewees are even some of the
authors featured in another part of
the journal.
Some editions include a “R e
view” section that originally fo
cused on book reviews. This year
however, the plan is to expand this
to include reviews of all sorts —
movies, books, music etc. Theater
professor and board member Vir
ginia Anderson plans on doing a
stage review for this year’s publica
tion, Blau said.
In other editions there are spe
cial sections directly aimed at the
theme of that issue. A good exam
ple is the “Recipes” section from
last year’s edition themed “Food
for Thought.”
Yet, the most popular section
of “Moebius” from year to year is
“The Clainut.”
This section gives authors the
opportunity to submit other types
of works that are not necessarily
related to the theme. These stretch
from opinion articles, unrelated re
views, photo essays, fictional works
and letters to the editor (regarding
the previous year’s topics).
With so many options of ex
pression, the board is really en
couraging professors to work with
“Moebius” this year by either try
ing to negotiate pieces for submis
sion into their curriculum or by
submittpig "their own works.
“As. fiiculty, they more than
likely speak and write well. We
see Moebius,” page 11

New club steps
to the music

RAQUEl REDDING

MUSTANC DAILY

The members of Driven Toward Sisterhood get ready to perform their
military structure dance at Tuesdays Soup and Substance.
R aquel R edding
MUSTANC D A IIY

A demonstration of the dance
stepping was held in celebration of
Black History Month for Febru
ary’s Soup and Substance held in
the University Union.
The new club. Driven Toward
Sisterhood, led the demonstration
and lecture of the history of step
ping. Student coordinator o f Black
History Month and member of
Driven Toward Sisterhood, Shauna Kimball said that stepping is a
form of dance that involves using
the body as an instrument to tell
a story.
“Stepping is creating music with
your body,” Kimball said. “There
is a mixture of footsteps, spoken
word and hand-claps that make up
the sound.”
Soup and Substance Coordina
tor Michelle Fox said she had nev
er been to a live show for Soup and
Substance.
“Soup and Substance is "typical
ly a lecture series about something
relevant going on in the world,”

Fox said.
After letting the crowd get their
soup. Driven Toward Sisterhood
started the performance by riling
up the crowd and yelling,“Are you
guys ready?” With a little intro
ductory dance to show the large
crowd what stepping was. Driven
Toward Sisterhood then went on
to explain the dance’s origins.
“(It’s a) mixture of African
dancing, military structure and Af
rican gum boot,” Sisterhood mem
ber Kando Ogunrmda said to the
crowd.
Brittany Usher said that singing
and dancing was a way for slaves to
communicate, as well as a way to
celebrate, praise and recite history.
When slaveholders found out that
communication was taking place
through the dancing and singing,
they banned them. Thus, stepping
was created.
After an African praise dance,
the Sisterhood went on to explain
how stepping was also formed from
military structure.
Devon Buddhan, a member
see Step, page 10
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Step

Stone Brew packs a powerful punch
Well hey howdy, C'al Poly. Wel
come one and all to the filth install
ment of'U eer Me!" Today is a very
special edition, in which 1will be tast
ing several different beers and convey
ing my experience, through writing,
to you! I know — 1 can’t wait either!
Well, while drinking, we all have
some things we like to do. Some
of us like to eat, some of us
like to have a cigarette, some
of us like to dance on coffee
tables until they break.
Hut sometimes, and 1
mean pretty rarely, I
just want to get Stone!
riiat’s right, some
times when 1 want ^
a great drinking
experience,
1 go out and
get a selection
of beers from
Stone Hrewery,
located in Hscondido.Ci.A. Tonight 1
had such an expe
rience. 1 have gathereil together Stone’s
Smoked Porter, IPA and
of course, the Arrogant
Hastard Ale.
for those of you
familiar with the Stone line of beers,
you may be wiindering why I didn’t
add Stone’s 10..S percent AHV 1)ouble
Hastard Ale to my tasting set. (fuite
simply, 1 thought it might inhibit the
completion of my none-too-small
homework. My wallet would also
haw been slightly less happy.
(^n that note, we’re off!
1shall start with the Stone Smoked
Porter. This Havortiil beer is quite tast>-,
if not all that unique. It has the typi
cal coffee-chocolate-smoky Havor of
your staiulard porter.
Although the name foreshadows
Its smoky aftertaste, this aspect is not
too overpowering throughout the
beverage. I he amnia is ofboth smoke
,iiul coffee, while the coffee flavor

with a thick, white head, this beer
looks as good as it tastes.
If you’re looking to get into the
IPAs, go w'ith this one. It may seem
bitter at first, but take a few drinks to
accustom your pallet to it and then
pay attention to the floral aroma and
hoppiness — you are sure to enjoy it.
And now, I would like to intro
duce: Arrogant Hastard Ale. With
both its hop variety and IHU rating
“Classified,” the Arrogant Hastard Ale
begins to live up to its
name before one even
drinks it.
Hy this point in my
^ tasting and report% ing, my nose has
become stuffed
. up and I can
tfff Ädom PlocVkVtk
not seem to
get a good feel
for the aroma. I
can describe it
only as hoppy.
As you might
imagine, there is
quite a significant
bitter flavor to go
though if you breathe on with this hoppiness when the Arma
friend afterward, he or she gant Hastard is tasted. This should be
may ask if you recently got back from expected with an ale of 7.2 percent
alcohol per volume.
a camp fire.
It also seems that thea‘’s a slight
If you try the Stone Smoked Por
ter and this is not your sts le of beer, smokiness mixed in with the flavor.
then by all means wash it down with As with the IPA. there’s a Horal fla
our next sample: Stone ll*A. I’m sorry vor and aroma (as my nose begins to
but I’m going to spoil the ending — clear), though it is less prominent.
I cannot help but to think that this
I’m a big fan, which really made get
beer would go great with a nice slice
ting Stone a great experience.
To start off, the IPA has a nice.sweet of pizza. Next time you order a pizza
aroma that contrasts the smoked cof fmm one of the nearly two-dt)zen
fee nose Ilf the Smoked Porter. After pizza places in and aanmd San Luis
Obispo, don’t think it is unwise to go
this, the flavor is none too surprising.
Hoth floral and sweet, this IPA is grab an Arrogant H.istaril Ale to go
hoppy, bitter and delicious. Accord with it. While I would enjoy the IPA
ing to Stone’s Web site, they went more as a stand-alone heer, this ale’s
above and beyond the call of dut\’ to flavor would not be owrpowered by
make this an ultra-hopped beer. With that of a pizza sauce, and depending
a reported 77 IHUs, there is a tasty on the sweetness of the vuice, would
amount of hop-induced bitterness to definitely compliment it.
If you do go out and tn,’ a few of
go with It. Pouring a golden-amber

takes over the first sip.
A light chocolate flavor then
makes its appearance, leaving a sweet
sensation as the porter is swallowed.
The Smoked Porter’s .S3 International
Hitterness Units (IHUs) is balanced
out by the mixture of flavors from the
smoked and chocolate malts.
If you’re a fan of the porter, this
is definitely one I would run out
and get for your next beer night.

Stone’s solid collection of beers and
enjoy the experience, then do 1 have
some good news for you. Stone Hrew
ery will be having their own personal
beer fest April IS.They have 70 kegs
as of right now and e.xpect more
to come by the time of the event.
Dubbed the Stone Oakquinox, it will
feature “dozens of barrel-aged and
wood-infused beers.” Stninds good to
me. O f course, this could simply offer
an excuse to visit North C'ounty San
Diego in the spring, which wouldn’t
be too bad either.
7b conclude this column, I will
simply say that I did thoroughly enjoy
this exbeerience. The porter, while
not entirely unique, was well-balanced
and tasty. The IPA was floral, bitter
and delicious. The Arrogant Hastard
Ale ... well, it was slightly complex
and packed quite a punch, but next
time I order some pizza, I think I’ll
have one at my side.
Hefore I leave you to once again
pay attention in class, I would like to
end this particular article with a re
quest. Whether you’re out getting
Stone, or you’re out doing sixmething
slightly less legal that would add an
other consonant to the brewery’s
name, please do so responsibly.
To say that the life of another is in
your hands is not an attempt to make
you feel powerfril. It is an attempt to
make you realize the fragility of life.
Without a conscious thought, you
ctnilil decide to drive intoxicateil and
take the life of another. If you hit a
kid crossing the street, that child has
parents, grandparents and likely sib
lings and cousins. If you hit an adult
driving by you, that person may have
a spouse and chikiren of their ow n. In
fact, they are somebods ’s child, too.
Stay smart and stay s,ife out there,
C!al Poly. Intoxicate yourself respon
sibly.
Adiim l*hitlm is it Imsitwss tuhninistnition senior <»»</ Mustaiii; IXiHy Inrr
columnist.
'

continued from page 9

who has been stepping since
high school, said that all move
ments are performed to create
unity.
A performance that started
out with only two girls mov
ing in perfect unison gradually
brought in the rest of the group.
The five girls ended up doing
three difTerent dance moves, all
with the same rhythm.
Stepping stems from the Af
rican gum boot dance. Adonna
Anderson said that African gold
miners would wear Wellington
boots to work in the Hooded
mines, which they would stomp
to communicate. Stomping is a
big part of stepping, and some
fraternities and sororities wear
tap shoes or high-heels to get a
louder sound from a stomp.
“Stepping became big in
the ‘70s because of the Divine
Nine,” Kimball said. “The Di
vine Nine are the nine frater
nities and sororities that made
stepping mainstream.”
With stepping appearing
111 movies such as “Stciiiip the
Yard,” which was presented for
last year’s Hlack History Month,
the dance form has heconie
more and more popular.
“We’re hosting a step show
April 23 that will have some fra
ternities and sororities from Los
Angeles to San Francisco come
and show what stepping really
means,” Huddhan said.
Until then. Driven Towards
Sisterhood 'will be having an
open workshop Leb. 10 dem
onstrating how to step in i'enaya
I lall at S p.ni.
I he performance ended
amid applause and Fkix said that
she was happy with the turntnit
and that it went really well.
“(This performance) raised
the bar on Soup and Substance.
We’ll have to keep it up,” she
said.
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'Leading'Tile Industry...

AsOneV

E ngineering Co-Op Position

I

GAF Materiads Corporation, founded in 1886 and Elk Corporation, founded in 1955,
becam e one company in 2007—making us one of the largest building m aterials
compames in North America, as well as the largest commercial and residential
roofing manufacturer in the U.S. We are l e a d i n g the i n d u s t r y a s one!

ÄTUS

Our R oofin g S h in g le M a n u fa ctu rin g F a cility in Shafter, CA, lo c a te d 10 m ile s
north of B a k e r sfie ld , is lo o k in g for a M e c h a n ic a l E n g in e e r in g C o-O p.

A STUDENT S ROIE N SHAPING S O O E T r
8lh ANNUA!

T h is i s a 6 m o n t h p o s i t i o n . Preferred background includes being

MrB2Ù-2AK2010

enrolled in a Mechanical Engineering program and basic AutoCAD experience.

STUDBMl CXWV^MTY SERVCS
Com e spend a day with other students and members of our
com m unity w h o share your passion for social change and ac-

C o-op a s s ig n m e n ts /p r o je c ts w ill in c lu d e :

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mechanical Equipment Design
Cost Estimates
Equipment List Development
Document Control
Return on Investment Analysis (IRR)
Requests for Capital Funding (AFCE)
Project Scifety Evaluations

Preview Night

Conference

FREE TX) ALL
Workshop preview {5 -6 pm)
Slam Poetry feat. Simply Kat (6 -7 pm)

’

$ 10 (students), $20 (non-students)
Keynote Speaker. Invisible Children feat. Jacob, a
former child soldier
What you get:

An AWESOME T-shirt
•Optional yoga before event ;
- Local and organic breakfast and lunch
Am aiing workshops organIzesFby
students and local organiaartons

We w ill b e c o n d u c tin g O n -C a m p u s In te r v ie w s
on Friday, 2 /5 /1 0 from 8 :30am — 4:30p m .
Please contact CAL POLY Career Services, Student Affairs Division
for the interviewing schedule if you are interested in this position.
GAF - Elk IS proud to be an Equéil Opportunity Employer,
committed to workplace diversity. M/F/D/V

i

Register TODAY at the SCS Office University Union Rm.
i

for more info: changethestatusquo^gmail.com •(805) 756-5834
scs.calpoly.edu
,
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Best actress nominees come from
various acting backgrounds
C hris Lee
I O'. A \ ( . l n >> 1 IMI s

LOS ANi'.LI LS — in wh.it
is c'crc.im to be one of this year's
most closely wateheJ and vigor
ously debated ( )sear battles, the
lead aetress category is sh.iping up
.is a tight between gossamer youth
and hard-won 1lollywood experi
ence.
Kepresentmg the establish
ment are Meryl Streep and Helen
Mirren. "Jiilie Julia's” Streep —
who portrays diet Julia Child in
the tihii — is a lii-time Academy
Award nominee (with two wins
to her credit). And Mirren, the
64-year old co-star of the Tolstoy
biopic “The Last Station.” is no
less than a Dame ('ommander of
the Order of the llritish Empire
who claimed a lead actress Oscar
for portraying her country's mon
arch in 2()<)6’s “The Queen.”
In the other corner are two
newcomers: Chirey Mulligan and
(iabourey “(íabby” Sidibe. Mulli
gan, 24, is a Itritish ingenue most
American audiences couldn't h.ave
picked out of a police lineup be
fore she appeared as a *6(K-era
scluiolgirl swept off her feet by a

Music
continuedfivm page 8

in the mission for over 2.S years.
“The mission fathers built it to
be acoustically live,” Lawler said.
Although Lawler said the mis
sion has lost some of its livesound potential over the course
of decades of restorations and the
addition of a second w'ing, “ It’s
still a really cool place to perform,
and the concert Saturday should
be breath-taking,” he said.

dashing older man in “An Educa
tion” Lot year. And portr.ivmg an
illiterate I l.irlem teenager with
two diildren sired by her own
father, Sidibe, 26, became the unlikeK breakout star of “ I’recious:
Based on the Novel ‘Bush'by S.ipphire,” l.mdmg an Oscar nod for
her debut acting role.
“ I don't come from a place of
film,” Sidibe said Tuesday. “ 1 never
paid attention to what kind of
rtiles get iiommated for Oscars. 1
don't have another experience to
judge it from.”
O f her maiden film experience,
MC:C.1.ATCHY-TRIBUNK
the actress exclaimed: “ 1 was just Gabourey “Gabby” Sidibe is up for a best actress Oscar for her her
trying to get through the d.iy!”
debut acting role in the film “Precious.”
Then there’s the outlier: the
dark horse who now stands a solid was delighted to be on the Oscar there should be separate categories
chance at late-inning Oscar re ballot but denied ever having har for those people and they should
demption after racking up (íolden bored .nvard-season ambitions. “If get a double Oscar or something,”
(ílobe and Screen Actors C'lUild you look at my choices, 1 would Mulligan gushed. “It’s so mad,
Award wins. That is first-time h.ive made drastically different because they're light-years away
Academy Award-nominee Sandra choices (in my career), if that’s — honestly, they’re people I’ve
Bullock, long one of the A-list’s what 1 was going for,” she said. “I looked up to forever and ever, true
most populist actresses. She pl.iys never aspired to this path.”
idols o f mine. 1 go bright red in
an iron-willed evangelical (Chris
For her part. Mulligan reg the face and mumble every time
tian mom who takes an African istered her nomination Tuesday I see them.”
American football pLiyer into her with unmitigated shock — as well
fLe.s Anídeles rimes stajj writer
family in the surprise box-office as some awe at being classed with Ritcliel Almvnowitz contrihuted to
smash “The Blind Side.”
Streep and Mirren. “It feels like this report.)
On Tuesday morning, Bullock

The concert will include both
traditional and contemporary
music, played by Cal Poly’s wind
quintets, string quintet, saxo
phone quartet, trombone choir
and other small chamber groups.
Music sophomore Gurveer
Deol, who played at Night at the
Mission last year, explained the
concept of a chamber group.
“A chamber ensemble is more
intimate than other ensembles,”
Deol said. “ It’s a small group of
people and you really play off
each other a lot.”
The combination of all-trom-

bone or all-saxophone ensembles
creates an unusual effect. For
example, Johnson said the saxo
phone quartet sounds like har
monizing singers.
“Saxophone is so close to the
human voice — and the trom 
bone’s sound just like a m en’s
choir,” he said.
They will close with an all
brass version of Bach’s “ Fantasia
in G major,” “which in the mis
sion will sound like a huge pipe

organ,” Johnson said.
There will be fresh-baked
goods and hot chocolate for sale
during the intermission.
Tickets are $8 for children,
students and seniors and SlB for
adults. They can be purchased at
the door, in advance at the Per
forming Arts Center, or by phone
at 805-756-2787. For more infor
mation about the concert, contact
the (Til Poly music department.

“Moebius”
continued from page 9

want to encourage nu)re of them to
participate in the journal this year
and get involveil. ” Blau said.
As well as working with professcirs, “Moebuis” also works with
the student-run agency University
Graphic Systems (UGS) to format
the journal in its signature stvle
each year: three rectangular pic
tures, the theme, and a quote cho
sen by the managing editor, against
a white background. Like “National
Geographic's” yellow frame, “ 1he
New York 'Limes'” Gothic-font,
or “Life " magazine's white-on-red
title box, having this recognizable
layout brings familiarity to readers
and makes it more eye-catching.
“The look is consistent even
though the concept o f ‘Moebius’ is
change,” Blau said.
Because “Moebius” is funded by
the Instructionally Related Activi
ties (IRA) grant, an internal grant
from the university, funds are lim
ited, especially with the new bud
get cuts. Working with U(iS is also
more financially sound and gets
another part of the university in
volved. They also help the “Moe
bius” staff to circulate some 1,2(H)
copies each year.
“We encourage students to pick
up a copy or two if they see one.”
Blau said.“ It’s important to under
stand the value of these seemingly
more abstract skills.”
Knight agreed, saying that she
hopes the journal will become
better-known this year and m the
future.
“There’s a lot of interesting stuff
in there that people aren’t aware of.
Things that are and aren’t related to
the topic (of Moebius). Some inter
esting articles, ideas, and beautiful
photo essays,” she said.
The submission deadline is to
morrow. They can be made on the
“Moebius” Web site. The date of
distribution has not yet been an
nounced, but it is scheduled to re
lease around the end of the school
year in June.

CAL POLY COUNSELING SERVICES

Have you been selected to participate in the
Healthy Minds Study?
Two wa3T8 to
show your lovef

4,(XX) randomly selected Cal Poly students will receive an email
requesting participation in a national survey on college student
mental heahh.
Darling, you make me
Jump fbr Jpyl - J-Baby

If selected, please participate and help us better
understand your needs!

Dear Saju, You are as sweet as
a pineapple turnover. Love, Andy

T oar m u a a m te w ill n m
ia a sp ecia l sectio n o f
th e M ustang D aily on
Tlniraday, T ehruary 11

Name:

Any student completing the survey will be entered for over
$4,000 in cash and gift certificates!

iRING IS

C A R m G l

Address:
City:

State:

Zip:

Phone:

Message: (12 Word Maximum)

l h i s . « f o r y <3>

ui ui ui. m u /lon 9<lo i ly • n e l
(Hey, it’ll give you som ething to talk to M o m about.)

Brlnj this ad to the Mustang Daily Office: Building 26 room
226 with Check or Exact Change. If submitting a picture
please bring it to the office with payment or email the photo
to mustajigdallyadsDgmall.oom. All payments must be
received by Monday Februauy 9 Noon or your ad will not run.
R oetriotions: K eep it clea n . The M ustang D ally reserv es
th e righ t to deoU ne pub lication o f ad v ertia ln g m aterial.

M u s t a n g D a il y
The voice o f Col Poly since 1916
Graphic A rts Building Suite 226
California Fbl/technic State University
San Luis Obispo, C A 9 3 ^ 7
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write a letter
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Progressive ideas are
solutions to challenges, not
elements o f an ideology
O tten.w hen 1 v\atch
the news or reaii the
papers, 1 feel like Bill
Murray in (íroundhog
Day — as if I'm being
forced to experience
the same tired political
rhetoric and issues that
have been circling for
ever. Oregon Ciovernor
Ted Kiilongoski said in
his 21103 inauguration
speech, "I do not come
hearing a party label on
my sleeve — or a quick
fix in my back pocket.
I do not come with a
rigid ideology in my heart — or
a soul that tells me to go it alone.
I do not come to uproot tradition
— or to be imprisoned by it."
Though I'm quite sure that
Ciovernor Kiilongoski did, in fact,
walk into the governor’s olTice
m 2003 with at least some lib
eral ideas built into his agenda, his
words are truly poignant in light
of the state of our present politi
cal discourse. Some conservatives
argue that liberals are only will
ing to work with them unless
conservatives agree to support
their causes, but from the liberal
perspective, conservatives are un
willing to bring an open mind to
ideas, ill order to make compn)imses on both sides of the politi
cal isle and pass hills.
Much of this political enmity
exists because of the information
we're being fed, which tends to
create caricatures of the beliefs of
each party. CAYUservatives might
he painted as selfish ideologues.
Liberals might he painted as radi
cal Marxists out to destroy the
nuYral fabric of this nation.
Neither of those cancaturcN are
correct. Just as I have been iiiHuenced hv ( 'hnstiamty, and socio
logical .md philosophical concepts
to form mv more progressive ideas
Isuch as the support of siYcial pro
grams. public option lu'.ilrh care,
m.irket regularion. ,ind Ke\nesi.m
econoimcsi. conservatives form
riieir beliefs using their experi
ences and knowledge.
While rhis does mean that
consersatives and progressives
should not he ranked according to
personal morality, ir doesn't mean
that the views produce good gov
ernment policies.

^
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one's country. It's a mat
ter of giving hack to the
government so it can
function properly. Also,
many people who are re
ceiving food stamps and
other social services are in
that situation not because
of bad judgment, but be
cause they can't find a job
due to the recession.
Liberals do not neces
sarily advocate for social
programs, market regula
tion, public option health
care, or raising corporate
taxes (as Oregon did this
week). In fact, being progressive is
not about ideology. We simply see
problems such as poverty, corpo
rate corruption and thousands of
deaths due to a lack of health in
surance, and we know of no other
logical, viable solutions.

by Stephanie England
America faces several serious
challenges. CTne major challenge
is detailed in a NY Times brief
ing January 27, which states that 1
in 5 people "lacked the money to
buy food at some.point in the last
year," and that 38 million people
in the U.S. — 1 in 8 — now re
ceive food stamps. That’s a record
high, according to the Times.
On the O n tra l Coast, those
numbers aren’t far from the nation
al average. KSBY reported Tuesday
that food banks in both Santa Bar
bara and San Luis CTbispo ('o u n ties fed 145.000 people last year. I
used U.S. C'ensus Bureau popula
tion data from July 2008 (the most
recent available) to estimate that
tlie population of both Santa Bar
bara and San Luis Obispo ('oimties
is roughly (>70,700, which means
that food hanks fed about 22 per
cent of the Santa Barbara and San
Luis Obispo C.oimty population
— or about 1 in 5 people.
A conservative wrote to me
recently that lie does not believe
that progressives should be able
to force him to pay taxes, which
would then he allocated to social
programs like food stamps,just be
cause they think it's h»r his "bet
terment." He \seiit on to write
that paying taxes to help support
programs which promote the
greater good punishes people hv
t.iking their money, w hile rew.irdim; tliose w ho make h.ul decisions.
To he completely fair, he was c.iretul to note that he did not support
conservative or liberal programs,
which promote the greater good.
1 disagree on a couple of lev
els. and the reason I'm t.iking issue
with this particular comment is
tliat this view has been expressed
by several people m the past.

First, paying taxes which go to
ward social programs is not for the
tax payer's "betterment." A certain
percentage of his tax dollars go to
ward food stamps for people who
can't afford food, and who don't
have a job due to the recession. His
tax dollars do not help him, the
tax payer.They help the 38 million
Americans on food stamps.
Second, paying taxes is not a
punishment. It's a duty owed to

Stephanie Enj^land is an Hntjlish
senior and Mustang Daily political
columnist.
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ISlOOMMENTS
Personally, 1 am tired of agree
ing to pay for new programs,
only to have those programs
not implemented and the mon
ey seemingly taken regardless. 1
don’t even know what those pro
grams consist of, and because of
that, even though 1 do think sus
tainability is important, 1 could
not vote yes.
— S hannon
hi response to “Students disap
prove student-lead sustainability
fu n d ’’

C^al Poly students are tired or
getting nickled and dimed with
fees, and this just came as anoth
er one. How the money would
be used is also vague, as the defi
nition of sustainability is in itself
vague. Like AM said above, green
washing can be a problem when
it comes to things like this. If stu
dents want to donate to causes,
more power to them, but forcing
a low'-to-no-income group such
as students to pay for a lu.xury
fund that would contribute little
if nothing to the value of their
degree is not just.
— C olin
In response to “Students disap
prove studeni'-lead suslainahility
fu n d ”

1 really care about the envi
ronment and sustainability, but I
didnX't know what the proposed
sustainability programs would do
for the campus, or what theyVd
consist of. You might have more
success by making it more per
sonal to us, and/or detailing spe
cific programs youX’re going to
implement with our money.
— Stephanie
In response to “Students disap
prove student-lead sustainability
fu n d ”

Before you can do this, you
need a plan that lists all the costs
and makes a net profit within a
reasonable time. Your value add
is going to be psychic reward for
being “green” as well as conve
nience for students. If you can
do this, you will get investment
from students and, likely, local
businesses. However, if your plan
can’t make a profit, then nobody
invests in your future projects,
which means your plan is unsus
tainable.
— Dan
In response to “Students disap
prove student-lead sustainability
fu n d ”
S O T I h The Mustanij Daily fea
tures select eoninients that are written
in response to articles posted online,
riiou^h not all the responses are
printed, the XIustan<> Daily prints
comments that are coherent and fos
ter intellijjcnt discussion on a (>iven
subject. N o overcapitalization,please.
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It’s possible to be a conscious coffee addict
From early-morning truck stops
to strong-brewed Italian to fourbuck frapp-creations, people all
over the world enjoy a cup of the
comforting adrenalin rush.
There is an ongoing discussion
in the health world over the ef
fects of caffeine on everything from
bone health to mental well-being.
The end result is that the American
culture is full of coffee-myths.
The world has been steeped in
coffee since, as legend has it, the
first hyper goats ate coffee berries
in the highlands of ninth-century
Ethiopia. An observant goatherd re
ported his animals’ strange behavior
to an abbot at the local monastery,
who then brewed the berries and
discovered that their wakeful prop
erties helped him with his long
evening prayers.
The beverage trickled across the
strait from Ethiopia to Arabia over
the next few' centuries. By the 16th
century, the beverage was known
throughout the Middle East. The
Ottoman sultans in Istanbul im
ported a particularly sweet, rich
coffee named after its most preva
lent port. Mocha. By the 17th cen
tury, coffee had made its w.iy to the
western continents.
Even back then, coffee had its
share of critics. In Italy, clergymen
condemned the mind-altering
drink as evil, and the controversy
escalated until I’ope Clement VI11
tasted coffee and approved it.
Today’s cultural n.iy-saying,
however, is more often based on
health concerns than religion.
One of the more common
claims is that drinking coffee stunts
your gnnvth, based on the theory
that coffee causes osteoporosis.
Today’s studies show that a high
intake of caffeine, more than 300
milligrams a day. m.iy lead to cal
cium loss, but the effect is so minor
that it can be offset by adding 1 to
2 tablespoons of milk to each cup.
in .iddition, many of the early
studies were done on populations
who were repkicing milk with
soda or coffee, so that their higher
incidence of osteoporosis was due
to a lack of calcium, rather than
the effect of caffeine.
Aiuither myth is that coffee
causes dehydration. Numerous
studies show that, while caffeine
increases the immediate urge to
urinate, a few cups of coffee a day
will not markedly affect overall hy
dration levels. According to a study
described in Nursing Standard,
dehydration only becomes a factor
if you drink more than five stnmg
cups of coffee a day.
According to an article in the
Harvard Health School Publica
tions, the famed after-coffee crash
is best avoided by consuming two
to three ounces of coffee every
hour or so, rather than drinking 16
ounces at once. This is particularly
effective when functioning on less
than optimal sleep.
Caffeine, as many people know,
is considered to be mildly addictive.
Yet studies show that, while with
drawal effects, such as headache,
irritability, diftlculry concentrating
and fatigue do occur, the symp
toms lessen within a few days.
The American Medical Asso
ciation Council on Scientific Af
fairs states that three, eight-ounce
cups of coffee a day is a moder
ate amount, while 10, eight-ounce
cups of coffee a day is considered
excessive.
As a caveat, people with high

blood pressure should limit their
coftee to less than two cups a day,
if any, and pregnant women might
want to avoid the beverage until
studies are conclusive.
But the rest of you might want
to up your intake. Recent stud
ies have linked the benefits of the
beverage to long-term brain health,
increased sports performance, high
er pain tolerance, a reduced risk of
heart attack and stroke and possibly
a decreased risk of liver cancer.
An article in the Harvard Wom
en’s Health Watch states that the risk
for type 2 diabetes is lower among
regular coffee drinkers. There are
ongoing studies that link the regular
use of coffee to a smaller risk of de
mentia, Alzheimer's and Parkinson’s
disease.
In addition, a Kaiser Permanente
study found that coffee drinkers
were less likely to commit suicide,
possibly because caffeine increases
the brain’s production of dop
amine.
So order that venti with pride,
and enjoy it. It’s culture and utility
coexisting in a cup.
Aimee lasquez is a journalism se
nior and .\Iustaiu’ Daily reporter.
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Nanny/Tutor Needed
Need a Nanny/Tutor Mon-lTi
troni 2:(K)-6:()() pin in Arroyo
Grande home. Need.s Experience
in childcare and be active, fun and
creative. References needed. Call
.Andrea 712-5679

Studio in Los Osos, Cable &
Utilités included
(805)528-6199 Cathy Jensen

(jraphic Designer Needed
F^hotography capability a plus,
needed for new book project,
call: 544-6007
1 he M ustang Daily is
looking for a Business
M anager for 2010-2011 school
years. Responsibilities include the
coordination and management of
National Advertising Agencies,
maintaining runsheets, billing,
newspaper filing and office
organization. If interested, please
email resume and cover letter to
.Advertising Coordinator,
Stephanie M urawski at
smuraw sk@calpoly.edu
Part-Time Writing Assistant
I/)isabled Marine Corps Vet in his
80"s needs part-time assistant to
prtidiice quarterly newsletter &
book. Seeking dependable assistant
vv/car computer/ printer, to work
2 hrs/ day 5 days/ \vk. Interested?
Call Bob Dixon 595-7070 & 1 will
show you the research, writing,
designing & printing work we w ill
be doing to reach our goals.

Roommate

For Rent
Want to live Downtown?
1 bdrm in a 2 bdrm apartment is
available this upcoming Spring
Quarter
located on Santa Barbara St. near
Gus’s Deli and Buchón Park.
Reasonable price and amenities
included.
If interested, contact Ken at
kaman27 (a) gmai 1.com

Robin’s Skincare
0,
V ^
& Waxing
eoui\i8RiuM
VALENTIEN'S DAY SPECIAL!

STAYING IN TOWN THIS SUMMER
& LOOKING FOR A GREAT JOB ON CAMPUS?

J

• 2 0 % OFF W a x in g a n d F o c l o l * (no«

ooiyi

'• W a x i n g ; B ra z ilia n « t o B ro w y
• A c n « Tr«K>tm«»nl»
i

•Pvritying Facials

Conference and Event Planning is hiring 10-20 staff for
summer conference season. F’aid training begins in May.

‘

C o n v e n ie n f lv l o c a t e d In e q u ilib r iu m F itn e ss
& o ll 80.<> .S41,1 1.0
3 9 3 0 B t o o d S Ira e t. SLO

.Seeking hardworking, responsible and positive individuals who
enjoy working in a fun, fast-paced team setting! Customer service
and cashier experience preferred. Optional on campus summer
housing at highly reduced rate. Flexible hours. PT/FT available.
$8.00-$10.00/hr. Great internship opportunity.

w w w . t h e w t j x p n n c n s s .c o m

Big Brothers Big Sisters

B o w lK id s 'S a 1|

Applications and job descriptions available in Bldg. 170G (Cerro Vista
Apt. Admin. Bldg) M-F 8:30 am-4:30 pm or on Mustang Jobs online.

S tr ik e it B IG !

É

Please join us

Compleed Applications and resume due by 2/17/10,
Call (805) 7.56-7600 for detailed job description to be emailed to you.

March 7th, liam-7pm
{£ Mustang Lanes

Register at www.slobigs.org
Or call 805.781.3226

Apartment For Rent: Awesome 1
Bedrooom Unit Near Pismo Beach
Area. Available Feb 1st.
(805)674-3164.

Large Studio For Rent
Utilities/ Direc TV/ internet
included. Walk to Cal Poly
or downtown, $750 (619)

nnouncements
If you are interested in law and
w ant to help bring justice for the
citizens of San l>uis Obispo, come
volunteer at Law Line SLO, a
Pro Bono lawyer referral service.
Through this program, money
bears no price on justice for the
people in need!!!
Contact Ken .Mangalindan @
lawlineslo(«rgmail.com for info

Male soph more looking for
riM)inate in dow ntow n condo
S6(K)/Month
Water & Trash Paid
Call: (650)399-6973

. Got a small orderP
Small or Large weVe got you covered!

.ore

12 pile« minimum for icreon printing
OR CALL 800.5A9.AA99

l.aptop Repair
wvvw.laptoprepair.com
Student Discount
Fast Turnaround
(818)973-1066

We'renot just shirts!
Hats, oolos, jackets..

No minimum for ombreidtry

jcarroll.com

595-1000
email:

graphks^jcarr»ll.com

KMtllOU

Screen Printing h Embroidery

YOGURT

2010 A1 Landdwher Creative
writing contest! cash prizes!
For rules e-mail;
byzantinumediators201()@gmail.

creations

M«><* rour Own Fr«ito Tr»xt

....... SMBaMMÉMAMAAMAir.................

WATCH FOR YOUR E-COUPONS
sign up @ vrww.iiDveyogurtcreations corn
ALWAYS FRESH ALWAYS THE B EST
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For answers, call 1-9(X)-285-5656, SI 49 a minute; or, with a credit
card 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes converosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.corrvlearning/xwords.
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Super liowl XIII. In what many re
gard as the best Super Bowl of all
time, it has to he on your top five
list, the Steelers earned Team of the
'70s honors with a 35-31 victory
over 1)allas.
Terry Bradshaw and Roger
Staubach combined for 546 yards
passing and seven touchdowns.
Cxnvboys tans know that figure
should have been eight if not for
the ill-fated drop in the end zone
by tight end Jackie Smith.
More recently, there have been

Kiffin
continued from page 16

player DF. Ronald Powell out of
Moreno Valley C]alif., leaving Mey
er and Kiffm neck-and-neck in a
delicious turn of fate. Meyer might
have thought he was done with the
needling KifFm, but clearly the for
mer lennessee coach cannot quit
his former SEC] rival, not even in
Los Angeles.
u se ] was not the only school
that finished with an exclamation
point. UC]F took home perhaps the
best class in school histtiry, especial
ly after Miami C]entral Ol, Torrian
Wilson pulled one of the morning
surprises when he decided to sign
with the Knights over Louisville.
Auburn was a big story, too, and
finished with a top-5 ranking for
n)ach Ciene C]hizik after inking
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good shows from Kurt Warner joe Flacco and Mark Sanchez?
as a C'ardinal against the Steelers’
The CTilts have not faced a team
Ben Roethlisberger and as a Ram able to throw a variety of receiving
against Tom Brady. But we really weapons at them-since they played
didn’t know much about Brady New England in November.
when he captured the first of three
Some would say only a bad
rings for New England.
gamble by Bill Belichick allowed
In terms of both quarterbacks the Clolts to win that game, 35-34.
Whatever chance the (?olts had
piling up yards and points, Sunday’s
game stands a chance to be the of slowing down Brees has likely
best ever. Neither defense is really been derailed by the severe ankle
sprain suftered by pass-rushing end
equipped to stop either passer.
The Colts’ defense appears to be Dwight Freeney. My guess is that
getting more respect here, and it’s he won’t play at all
Without him, the Colts lack the
probably the reason that Indianap
olis is a 5-point favorite. But really pressure that Minnesota was able to
what have the Colts had to do in apply to Brees in slowing down the
the postseason to get here?
Saints’ attack. 1 don’t think there’s
Shut down the passing attacks of any way New Orleans is as limited

Lemonier and three five-star play
ers.
Interestingly, three teams that
had th eir’coaching situations inriux during the heart of recruiting
season all did well. In addition to
Meyer and Kiffm, new Tennessee
coach I )erek I )ooley was able to
hang on to a to p -10 class despite
having his job for only a handful
of weeks.
The SEC] clearly ruled, with
four of the top six spots on Rivals.
But the Pac-10 had a really nice
day. Aside from USC], C]alifornia
picked up five-star 1)B Keenan
Allen, a former Alabama commit
ment, along with four-star pl.iyers
DE C'labe King and I B C]hris McC]ain. That put the Bears at No. 1 1
on Rivals.
UC]LA had a great day and stood
at No. S on Rivals, headlined when
No. Ht)verall player I )E Owamagbe

Odighizuwa out of Portland, Ore.,
signed with the Bruins. They also
got LB Jordan Zumwalt, C]B Josh
Shirley and DB Dietrich Riley. All
three chose the Bruins over USC]
and Kiffm.
"I've been really impressed with
the Pac- in," said Brian McLaugh
lin, SportingNews.com recruiting
writer. "That is clearly the secondbest conference behind the SEC]
this year, rhat's interesting consid
ering the fact that Texas and Okla
homa have really good classes, but
there's a drop-otFafter that."
Among those who left Signing
I ).iy disappointed — the Miami
Hurricanes, who lost out on six
top-rated pLiyers, including Mira
mar WR Ivan McC]artney. They
finished ranked in the 20s. "They
ran into the Urban Meyer-Jimbo
Fisher buzz saw, but it's still a re
spectable class," Lemming said.

in the Super Bowl as it was in the
NFC] title game.
But the Saints also cannot ex
pect Manning and the C]olts backs
to turn the ball over the way Brett
Favre and Adrian Peterson did in
that game. The Saints rely on big
breaks on defense to otTset the big
plays they surrender.
In this game, there’s no way those
two things are going to match up.
Linebacker Jonathan Vilma al
ready has conceded the signal-call
ing battle t(i Manning.
“Fie can take the play clock
down to five seconds and decide he
wants to change something,’’Vilma
saiti. “ 1 don’t have time to switch
things back in four seconds or less.

He’ll definitely win that battle.’’
The Saints also lack a cornerback with the cover skills of the
Jets’ Darrelle Revis. He was able
to neutralize Reggie Wayne m the
AFC] title game. But that just al
lowed Manning to kill the Jets with
Pierre Ciarcon, Austin C]ollie and
1)allas C]lark.
With no Steel C]urtain, no
Doomsday, no Ravens-like defense
on hand to take over a game Sun
day night, this one is in the hands
of the two best quarterbacks in the
league.
Unlike so many Super Bowls,
the first quarterback to put 30
points on the board... gets the lead
at halftime.

MCCCATCHY-IRIHlINr

After leaving Tennessee, l>ane Kiiftn has been at USC for three weeks.
Still, he has churned out the second-best recruiting class in the country.

T H IS W E E K IN G A L PO LY A T H L E T IC S
W o m e n ’s B a s k e t b a l l

CAil^PDlY vs.
■ *«K CTIA LL

Steffi
Wong

Thursday, Feb. 4th at 7 p.m.

CAL^PDlY vs.
M M It\T L IN G

} Saturday, Feb. 6th at 7 p.m.

^Attention Cal Poly Students*
Be at the Wrestling matches as Cal Poly's Green man tosses
prizes for Mustang pins and wins!
Go to the Greek Game and the most spirited and highest attending Greek
groups will win great prizes courtesy of Mustang Women's Basketball
Admission for all Cal Poly Athletic Events is FREE for Cal Poly Students.

WE ARE THE MUSTANGS
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A k>t can happen in the span ot'
a week.
The (,'al Poly men's basketball
team entered last week with a head
hill of steam. They had just gotten
otf to their best start in the Big West
in school history. 1)ominating wins
against UC' Riverside and Ckil State
Northridge translated to a 5-2 re
cord.
But, in a battle for second place
in conference against UC Santa
Barbara, the Mustangs fell short by
23 points. With their eyes set on re
venge, they traveled back home to
square otf against a team that had
three wins on the season — C'al Sate
Bakersfield.The Mustangs could not
complete the deed as a second-half
rally fell short, and fell to H-12 on
the season and 5-3 in the Big West.
“1really feel like this was the most
challenging week we have had (this
season),” head coach Joe C'allero said
at Monday s press conference.
The Mustangs lost more than just
some ground in the standings last
week; they got a little banged up in
the midst of sutfering back-to-back
losses. They’re running on a bit of a
Hat tire.
“We have a lot of sickness; we
have a lot of hurt ankles and hurt
wrists and hurt ribs and hurt hips,”
C'allert) said.
Battered and bruised, the Mus
tangs will travel north to square up
against in-state rival UC' Davis (S-12,
4-4) tonight.
“Unfortunately we are going
into probably ... the thickest part of
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Sophomore guard Justin Brown scored 12 points against the Aggies earlier this season. Brown was one of three
Mustang players who combined for 38 points off the bench. The Mustangs were led by Keeler who scored 22.
the storm,” CTillero said. “The point
that we are trying to get through to
our team is the opponents don’t re
ally care about our physical status, or
mental status.”
The ensuing stretch of games will
test Ckil Poly’s eiulurance. Five of its

ne.xt six games will be away and that
means of the next 18 days, 11 of the
them are on the road — a place that
hasn’t been kind to the Mustangs.
They are 3-h away from home.
To start the season, C'al Poly em
barked on a five-game road trip. It

spanned a total of 15 days, full of
hotels and hostile crowds. When the
Mustangs headed home they had five
consecutive losses with no wins.
Tonight offers up the challenge
of the revenge-seeking Aggies, a
team the Mustangs only beat by

three points the first time arouiui.
In that win at Mott (lym. senior
guard Lorenzo Keeler led the team
with 22 points. Sophomore forwaid David Hanson added 16 from
the bench and senior forward Ryan
1)arling recorded a double-double.
The Aggies did hold a nine-point
lead in the second half as the game
was close throughout.
“They’re sitting right behind us
with that redemption game in their
eyes,” Ckillero said.
In their previous match-up, the
Mustangs shot more than 50 percent
fro.n the field. Against Santa Barbara
and Bakersfield, the Mustangs shot
an average of 33 percent from the
field.
“That is more of a concern to
me than what happened last week.
What we’ve got to be able to do is
kind of regenerate some energy and
regenerate some consistent offense,”
C'.allero said.“lfyou look at the good
victories we’ve had on the road, at
Irvine and at Long Beach State, we
shot a high percentage offensively,
and that really energizes the team
defensively.”
The next two games can prove to
be make or break for the Mustangs.
In a difficult conference stretch, Cial
Poly cannot afford to lose ground.
“(Hopefully) we get up there to
the Bay Area with (the) Davis and
Pacific teams and see if we can’t
sneak a victory out of there,” (tal
lero said.
— Alex Kadh, Brian De Lo5 San
tos ami Zach Dintz contributed to this
article.

Manning vs. sentimental favorites
Kiffin grabs secondbest recruitment class
A ndrea Adelson
rill
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National Signing Day featured
all the usual twists and turns, late
flourishes, flip flops ami super
shocking announcements.
But one thing remained as con
stant Wednesday as it had for the
weeks leading up to the big day;
The (iators were the consensus
team atop the 2010 recruiting
rankings despite the uncertainty
surrounding coach Urban Meyer.
"Florida has the best defen
sive class anybody's ever signed,"
said Tom Lemming, CiBS Ciollege
Sports Network football recruiting
expert.
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Now for the biggest twist of
all: Lane Kiffin, the notorious
nemesis to Meyer, was standing
close behind with his new' school,

use.

The Trojans had the No. 2
spot in the Rivals.com rankings.
No. 3 with Lemming, No. 4 in
SuperPrep and No. 8 on ESi'N
after getting the biggest prize left
of the day - previously uncom
mitted OT Seantrel Henderson
of St. Paul, Minn. That was in
addition to signing former Ten
nessee commits Cilen Staley and
Markeith Ambles, and former
(ieorgia commit Nickell Robey,
a defensive back out of Frost
proof.
"It was a psychedelic day for
Lane Kiffin," said Allen Wallace,
national recruiting editor for
Scout.com and editor of SuperPrep Magazine. "Lane was paint
ed as Darth Vader because he
came from Tennessee, but for him
to win that battle for Henderson,
it legitimized him as a guy who
can close the deal on the biggest
of prospects in a tough, tough
situation."
USCi ended up with five fivestar players. The C»ators inked
four, including No. 1 overall
see Kiffin, page 15
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Quarterback Peyton Manning has a Super Bowl win under his belt, Brees has yet to win one in his nine-year career.
T im Cowlishaw
THE D A I LAS M O R N IN G NEWS

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
— It was here in south Florida 41
years ago that Joe Namath made
the most memorable guarantee by
a Super Bowl quarterback.
There won’t be an upset any
thing like the Jets scored over the
Baltimore C'.olts so many years
ago this Sunday night. And there
won’t be anything like that in the
pregame buildup this week from

the Colts’ Peyton Manning or the
Saints’ Drew Brees.
But once Sunday night arrives,
this game is as close to a guaran
teed shootout between quarter
backs as the Super Bowl has seen.
Manning is coming off another
MVP season in which change at
head coach and at several receiver
positions seemed only to energize
the 12-year veteran.
Brees is nothing more than the
toast of the entire Ctulf C'oast af
ter throwing for more than 4,000

yards for the fourth straight season
in New Orleans.
It goes without saying that most
teams that arrived at the first 43
Super Bowls got there with pretty
good quarterbacks. More than half
were Hall of Fame-bound.
But two big-time passers liv
ing up • to their reputations and
lighting up scoreboards has been a
rarity. The only Super Bowl loser
to reach 30 points was Dallas in
see Bowl, page 15

